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OCA CLUB MEETING STAR PARTIES COMING UP

The free and open club
meeting will be held Friday,
January 14th at 7:30 PM in
the Irvine Lecture Hall of the
Hashinger Science Center
at Chapman University in
Orange. The featured
speaker this month Don
Nicholson of the Mt. Wilson
Observatory Association,
who will tell us what’s new
on the mountain!

The  Black Star Canyon site will be open this
month on January 1st.  The Anza site will be
open January 8th.  Members are
encouraged to  check the website calendar,
for the latest updates on star parties and
other events.

Please check the website calendar for the
outreach events this month! Volunteers
are always welcome!

You are also reminded to check the web
site frequently for updates to the calendar
of events and other club news.

The next session of the
Beginners Class will be held on
Friday January 7th (and next
month on February 4th) at the
Centennial Heritage Museum
(formerly the Discovery Museum
of Orange County) at 3101
West Harvard Street in Santa
Ana.
GOTO SIG: Jan. 7th (in
conjunction w/Beginners Class)
Astro-Imagers SIG: Jan. 18th,
Feb. 15th
EOA SIG: Jan. 24th, Feb. 28th
Astrophysics SIG: Jan. 21st,
Feb. 18th

This photo, taken on December 13, captures some of last month’s astronomical highlights in one frame: the
Orion Nebula (top left), Comet Macholtz (top right), a brilliant Geminid meteor (center), and Sirius (lower
left; enlarged by haze).  This latest image by Wally Pacholka was selected as NASA’s Astronomy Picture of
the day for December 22, 2004.  All of your photographic submissions are welcome, so send them in!

REMINDER: BOARD ELECTIONS THIS MONTH!!!!!
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President’s Message
By Barbara Toy
A very happy New Year to all of you!  It doesn’t seem that 2004 was with us all that long, but it certainly provided its share of
interesting events, such as the fire at our Anza site – fortunately that was merely interesting, not devastating!  2005 will
doubtless bring its own array of memorable events – may all of 2005’s memorable events for you and those dear to you be of
the sort you treasure!

The Election …
You may recall that we have an election in progress, which ends at the end of January 14, 2005, the day of the January general
meeting.  A copy of the ballot should be enclosed in your January Sirius Astronomer, and it is also available for download from
the website.  You vote by putting an appropriate mark by the names of your candidates of choice (vote for one candidate for
each of the officer positions, and seven candidates for the Trustee positions; please note that there are blanks left for write-ins
for each of the officer positions and at the end of the list of Trustee candidates), then put your completed ballot in an envelope
(one ballot per envelope), seal it and make sure your name is printed legibly on the outside (Bob Evans needs this so he can
check your ballot off against the list of members in good standing – if there’s no legible name on the outside of the envelope,
the ballot doesn’t get counted), and either mail it to Bob Evans at the address on the ballot or put it in the ballot box that will be
at the January meeting.  We will have blank ballots and envelopes at the January meeting, as well.  Ballots can be mailed to Bob
any time up to the day of the meeting – but, if they are postmarked after 11:59 p.m. on the day of the meeting, they won’t be
counted.

That’s the drill – so please get your ballots in and show us that the process is working!  And many thanks to Bob Evans for
handling all the details of the election process, including collecting, verifying and counting the ballots!

…and About A Change in the Ballot…
Those who attended the December meeting may note a minor change in the ballot you receive from the candidate list you saw
at the meeting – I suppose, in the interests of clarity, I should say a few words about that…

There is a tradition in the club of presidents serving only two consecutive terms at a time.  It’s not in writing anywhere, and
there have been presidents who have served more consecutive terms than that, but that’s the general expectation, and it helps
protect the club from having the leadership dominated too much by one person.  Going into this election season, I felt quite
conflicted – there are certainly things I would still like to do as president, and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed my time in office, but I
recognize the benefits of regular changes in leadership and two years in office is a pretty long time.  With his long history with
the club and his many capabilities, along with the fact he was vice president, Dave Radosevich was an obvious potential
candidate.  However, when I asked him if he was interested in the position in November, he said no, as did other potential
candidates I checked with.  So, in spite of a sense that it might well be Too Much Of A Good Thing for all concerned, I agreed
to run for a third term.

Well, by the time of the December general meeting, Dave had rethought his position, though he hadn’t told me about it before
the meeting, so I found out when he was nominated by Paul Brewer.  We had an extra bit of good news come out of this, as the
club not only has an excellent candidate for president in Dave, but Dave then compounded the benefit by nominating Paul for a
Trustee position.

Which brings me to the change in the ballot – I told Dave in November that, if he wanted to run for president, I wouldn’t stand
in his way, so I have withdrawn my candidacy.  We have an excellent group of candidates for Trustee this year, which I can
vouch for because I know them all, and I would hate to eliminate any of them from the Board if I successfully ran for a Trustee
position – there are already seven Trustee candidates.  I have an additional concern that, immediately after being intensely
involved with administering the club for the last two years, it would be very hard to separate myself from everything that goes
with that function.  Dave deserves the freedom to handle all aspects of the presidency in his own way, and the best way I can
give him that freedom is to remove myself (reluctantly, I admit) from direct Board involvement – at least for a while.  Which is
why my name isn’t listed with the Trustee candidates, either.

That said, of course I will do whatever I can to make the transition to the new regime go as smoothly as possible – and I’ll
definitely be around if Dave or other Board members need my assistance on anything before them.

And on to Plans For the Future…
So, what will I be doing with my time, if I’m not on the Board next year?  This is where I think things get pretty exciting…at least
for me!
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This is the end of my fourth year on the Board, and I can truly say, without reservation, that I’ve thoroughly enjoyed the
experience, I will miss being on the Board, and I hope to return to a Board position sometime in the future.  Sure, there have
been a few times over the last four years that I could happily have lived without, but those episodes were short-lived, and no
human endeavor is ever going to be 100% unalloyed pleasure.  The biggest frustration I’ve had in the last four years is that the
different activities and issues I became involved with as a Board member left me no time for other important areas of concern.
Of these, one of the most significant is dark sky issues.

Anyone who drives out to Anza these days has to be impressed – or distressed – by the overwhelming amount of development
going on throughout the Temecula Valley.  We have a chance to influence how much light pollution will be produced by that
development, if we can get to local governments and builders early on, when they have some flexibility to make better choices
about the outside lighting fixtures they select, and when they might include helpful provisions in CC&R’s for different planned
communities.  The same holds in Orange County, where the Mission Viejo Co. just passed a major hurdle on its way to massive
development in the last big tract of open land in South Orange County, where excess light will directly affect viewing from our
Black Star Canyon site and from Caspers Park – and undoubtedly from other areas, as well.  There are a lot of things we could
do to improve the lighting situation in other ways, as well, and I laid out a number of different approaches we could take in a
column I did almost two years ago.  Unfortunately, nobody else has volunteered to spearhead the effort within the club so far,
and I’ve had no time to follow up with further action myself.  I’m hoping that’s about to change…

I’m asking the Board to appoint me the Dark Sky Coordinator for the club (I’m open to any suggestions for a better title, by the
way), which would be a first step in organizing a group within the club working on these issues.  I am also asking for authority
to speak on behalf of the club in any contacts I might have with outside entities or people on dark sky issues – these could
include governmental entities, companies of different sorts, and other clubs or organizations.  I know there are a lot of other
people in OCA who share my concerns about the growing effects of light pollution, and I’m asking all of you to join me in this
effort – together, we may indeed be able to improve the quality of night skies in Orange County and around Anza.

That’s the first project.  I’m also asking the Board for another new position – New Member Liaison (or maybe just “Member
Liaison”).  Because we’re such a big and diverse club, it can be very hard for new members to connect with other members and
with activities they would really enjoy.  If they don’t happen to make the right connections, they may wind up thinking that the
club doesn’t have what they need and drop out – which is a pity if the problem is that they just missed connecting with the right
people or the right activity.  The immediate goal of this liaison position would be to have one person new members could
contact to help them make those connections – I did a lot of that president, but I’m sure there were a lot of people who wouldn’t
think to call the president of the club about such mundane concerns.  I’m hoping they’ll feel more comfortable about contacting
someone who’s designated as having that function.  This position would also build on what I’ve been doing while assisting with
the Beginners Class over the last three years, where I’ve had the chance to talk a lot to people who’ve recently joined the club
as well as people who may be thinking of joining.  One of my current Board projects is updating and expanding the package of
materials to be given to new members, and I expect to continue refining informational materials available to new (and not so
new) members as part of this position.  And – not incidentally – this would allow me to continue working closely with Charlie,
which has been one of the real pleasures of the presidency.

Of course, I’ll also continue with my work with the Kuhn, which includes Star Member training and finishing the total revision of
the Star Member Manual (i.e. the operating manual for the telescope and for the observatory).  The revision of the manual has
also been a victim of lack of time over the last couple years, and I’m looking forward to having some time to finish it.  I’ll also
continue to be a regular Outreacher (of course!), as well as working on the Mocat project, the OCA Archive project, and the
Beginners Class.  In fact, I’m hoping to get a new set of classes started, geared specifically for children – but I think that’s a
topic for another time.

And, for those of you who’ve been kind enough to comment favorably on these columns, I think I’ll continue with some type of
“Around OCA” column, though I’m still working on the concept.  Over the last two years, I’ve found that regularly writing to a
deadline gives its own perverse pleasure and also helps with writing overall – if you haven’t tried it, I strongly recommend it,
especially as it’ll help make Steve Condrey’s job a lot easier! (and the choir said, ‘Amen, Sister Barbara!’ --ed.)

Somehow, it seems that I still might not have much time for observing…

In Conclusion…
Since the changeover to the 2005 Board doesn’t officially take place until the January Board meeting, which is after the deadline
for the February Sirius Astronomer, I expect this is my next-to-the-last President’s Message.  It’s been a great two years for me
– my deepest thanks to all of you for allowing me the privilege of serving as your president.

Even though you might not think it will make much difference, as there aren’t any extra names on the ballot – please give the
2005 Board the full authority it needs by getting your votes in!
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This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Hunting Gravitational Waves: Space Technology 7

by Patrick L. Barry and Dr. Tony Phillips

Among the mind-blowing implications of Einstein’s general theory of relativity, direct verification is still missing for at least
one: gravitational waves. When massive objects like black holes move, they ought to create distortions in space-time, and
these distortions should spread and propagate as waves—waves in the fabric of space-time itself.

If these waves do exist, they would offer
astronomers a penetrating view of events such as
the birth of the Universe and the spiraling collisions
of giant black holes. The trick is building a
gravitational wave detector, and that’s not easy.

Ironically, the gravitational waves spawned by
these exceedingly violent events are vanishingly
feeble. Gravitational waves exert a varying tug on
objects, but this tug is so weak that detecting it
requires a device of extraordinary sensitivity and a
way to shield that device from all other
disturbances.

Enter Space Technology 7 (ST-7). This mission, a
partnership between NASA’s New Millennium
Program and the European Space Agency (ESA),
will place a satellite into a special orbit around the
Sun where the pull of the Earth’s and Sun’s
gravities balance. But even the minute outside
forces that remain — such as pressure from
sunlight — could interfere with a search for
gravitational waves.

To make the satellite virtually disturbance-free, ST-7 will test an experimental technology that counteracts outside forces.
This system, called the Disturbance Reduction System (DRS), is so exquisitely sensitive that it can maintain the satellite’s path
within about a nanometer (millionth of a millimeter) of an undisturbed elliptical orbit.  DRS works by letting two small (4 cm)
cubes float freely in the belly of the satellite. The satellite itself shields the cubes from outside forces, so the cubes will
naturally follow an undisturbed orbit. The satellite can then adjust its own flight path to match that of the cubes using high-
precision ion thrusters. Making the masses cube-shaped lets DRS sense deviations in all 6 directions (3 linear, 3 angular).

ST-7 is scheduled to fly in 2008, but it’s a test mission; it won’t search for gravitational waves. That final goal will be achieved
by the NASA/ESA LISA mission (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna), which is expected to launch in 2011. LISA will use the
DRS technology tested by ST-7 to create the ultra-stable satellite platforms it needs to successfully detect gravitational waves.

If ST-7 and LISA succeed, they’ll confirm Einstein (again) and delight astronomers with a new tool for exploring the Universe.

Read more about ST-7 at http://nmp.jpl.nasa.gov/st7 . For kids in a classroom setting, check out the “Dampen that Drift!”
article at http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/educators/teachers_page2.shtml .
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Virtual Astronomy
by Dave Kodama

Goodbye 2004…  After an early winter season brought rain
and snow to Southern California and it was beginning to look
like we were done with astronomy for the year.  But in the
end, 2004 closed with a nice show from the Geminid meteor
shower.  The peak of the 2004 shower was conveniently
timed to coincide with the New Moon, clear skies, and mild
(60°F) temperatures out at the OCA’s Anza site.  Reports on
the internet indicate a very active shower, so many
photographers were able to capture meteor shots:

http://spaceweather.com/meteors/gallery_13dec04.htm

…And Hello 2005.   Astronomically speaking, we are ringing
in the new year with a nice set of targets for that crop of new
scopes that Santa delivers each December.  This time we’re
starting off with the last naked eye comet of 2004 – C/2004
Q2 (Machholz).  This Comet Machholz (the tenth for Don Machholz), is unusual for these days of robotic astronomy since it
was discovered visually by a human, and it was the fifth comet (a new record) to reach naked eye visibility in 2004.  As of
mid-December, 2004 it was observed to be at around magnitude 5.5 and looks to be on track for putting on a good show in
early January, 2005.  Notice too that in early January, the comet swings by the Pleiades, making a good photo opportunity.
With plenty of new digital cameras adding to all of the older film cameras out there, there should be no shortage of good
shots of this comet on the web.  Just for starters, try these links:

http://www.aerith.net/comet/catalog/2004Q2/pictures.html
http://www.bellatrixobservatory.org/

c2004q2c2004r2.html#c2004q2
http://www.star.ucl.ac.uk/~apod/apod/ap041213.html
http://www.tip.net.au/~vello/2004q2/2004q2.htm
http://www.psiaz.com/schur/astro/filmimagepages/

machholz121104.html
http://www.nsf-gsmt-swg.noao.edu/outreach/aop/

observers/c-2004q2.html
http://www.astronomische-reisen.de/kometen/2004q2.htm

And a few more Comet Machholz shots by OCA members:

http://www.ocastronomers.org/astroimages/
album.asp?ID=2215

http://www.eanet.com/kodama/astro/comets.htm#2004q2/

The appearance of a good comet tends to make us forget that some
of the larger planets are nicely placed to start 2005 off with a bang.
Saturn rises first, sitting not far from Castor and Pollux in Gemini,
and Jupiter follows later in the evening.  Check out some great shots
of these planets which can already be found on the web:

http://www.damianpeach.com/s2004_12_11lrgb.jpg
http://voltaire.csun.edu/roland/saturn3.html
http://astro.christone.net/saturn/saturn2004.htm

2005 is sure to bring us more great shots for our online browsing pleasure!

12/13/2004 – A bright Geminid meteor flashes by over  the OCA
Anza site neighbor’s house to the east.    Photo by Jean Kodama
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For Sale: 2 Discovery mirrors, 6” F/5 (new coating) and
6” F/8 (coated last year).  Unblemished, in excellent
condition, aluminized and quartz overcoated.  $40 each.
Contact Bill Hepner at 714-447-8566 or
billhepner@yahoo.com

PADFOR SALE: Anza site, 10 Pad Alley, second pad from
west.  Contact James Tarleton at 951-314-9217

For Sale: Takahashi Epsilon Series E-160 Hyperbolic
Astrograph Tube Assembly only. Included are eyepiece
and camera adapters, finder scope and mounting rings.
Please see http://www.lsstnr.com/E160.htm for
specifications and pictures if not familiar with this great
wide field instrument. $1500.00. Email for pictures.
Carl Blue, carlblue@earthlink.net, evenings or message
562 597-4035

2005 Candidate Statements

From Bob Buchheim:

During the past two years as a Trustee, I hope that I’ve helped the club support the interests of the Members.  I would be
honored to continue serving the club as Secretary, and continuing the tradition of excellence and camaraderie that marks
the OCA.

From Matthew Ota:

I am running for the Board of the OCA as a Trustee candidate.  My qualifications are as follows:

 From 1979 to 1980 I was the senior advisor to the Rocket Benders (Lubbock, Texas) section of the National Association of
Rocketry (NAR).  I was in charge of altitude tracking at the NARAM national model rocket meet at JSC in Houston, Texas in
1979. From 1980 to 1984 I was active in the Model Rocketry scene in Southern California, serving as either senior advisor or
president in the following sections of the NAR:
Los Angeles Rocketry Society; South Bay Association of Rocketry.  In 1986, I assisted the LA Rocketry Society as it hosted
the national model rocket meet at Mile Square Park in Fountain Valley, CA, manning one of the tracking stations as a
volunteer. This was the last thing I did for the model rocket community.  As an officer in these various sections of the NAR, I
became familiar with Roberts Rules of Order.

 From 1993 to about 1998 I was an active member of the Media Action Network for Asian Americans (MANAA) an advocacy
group for promoting positive media portrayals of Asian Americans. We had monthly meetings in Little Tokyo in downtown
Los Angeles. I did a lot of work researching television shows, movies and videos.

As a single person with no children, I can devote a good portion of my time to helping to make decisions that will put the
club on a positive track towards the future.  I have no specific agenda for the club. I only wish to serve with the attitude of
doing what is best for the membership as a whole, and I want to give back to an organization that has done so much for me
as an individual.

From William Hepner:

I am running for a seat on the OCA board as a trustee.  I’ve been in OCA for 3 and a half years and have assisted in many
outreach activities. I began my astronomy activities when I was a sophomore in high school assisting Warren Estes and
“Doc” H. Page Baily introducing astronomy to the elementary schools and general public in the Riverside area.  I was also a
student teaching assistant at Riverside College were I led field trips in geology, anthropology and astronomy. A year ago I
had a small stroke which has left me with a balance problem limiting me in my outreach endeavors.  My mind is sound and I
feel that by being on the board I can still contribute my knowledge and experience having dealt with the public and having
worked in science nearly all of my days since high school.  I will appreciate your vote and work for you and this wonderful
organization to the best of my ability.

For Sale
(all in like new condition)

Meade LX 200 8” SC Telescope with Telrad and spotter scope.
Televue 16mm Nagler type II eyepiece
Televue 22mm Panoptic eyepiece
Mead Series 4000 26mm eyepiece
Mead Series 4000 9mm Iluminated Reticle eyepiece
Parks GS-5 15mm eyepiece
Mead 4000 #140 Achromatic Barlow 1.25”
Mead Off axis guider
Mead 4000 f 6.3 Focal Reducer / Flattener
Mead Variable Proj. Tele-Extender
Parks ALP SC rear cell Broadband filter
Lumicon UHC 1.25” filter
Lumicon Oxigen III 1.25” filter

All for $1800.00, Please serious inquiries only. (951) 924-6652
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Anza Star Parties 2005
Star Parties New Moons
Jan 8 Jan 10
Feb 5 Feb 8
Mar 12 Mar 10
Apr 9 Apr 8
May 7 May 8
Jun 4 Jun 6
Jul 9 Jul 6
Note: Jul 2 has a good moon, but coincides with Independence Day weekend, so is not a star party.
Aug 6 Aug 4
Sep 3 Sep 3
Note: Labor Day weekend coincides with the Sep 3 star party, so the club telescope may not be open that night.
Oct 1 Oct 3
Oct 29 Nov 1
Dec 3 Dec 1
Dec 31 Dec 30
Note: New Years weekend coincides with the Dec 31 star party, so the club telescope may not be open that night.
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ASTROSPACE UPDATE
January 2005
Gathered by Don Lynn from NASA and other sources

To find out more on these topics, or those of past months’ columns, through the World Wide Web, send your Web
browser to our OCA Web site (http://www.ocastronomers.org), select Space Update Online, and the topics are
there to click on.

Cassini (Saturn mission) – Close-ups of the surface of Saturn’s moon Titan, taken with radar and infrared during
the close pass October 26, revealed no large lakes or seas.  Many scientists had predicted that liquid methane or
ethane should form seas on Titan.  Cassini made another pass by Titan on December 13 and by Dione the next
day.  Images of Dione confirmed that some time in the past there were 2 episodes of ice volcanic flooding.  Much of
Dione is heavily covered with small impact craters with intermittent large craters at wide intervals.

By the time you read this, the Huygens probe will have separated from Cassini and be on its way to land on Titan
(January 14) to see what the surface looks like.  Other recent Titan findings: there is no significant amount of argon
in the atmosphere; methane makes up about 1.8% of the atmosphere.

Cassini images of Saturn’s rings have shown a knotted ringlet in the middle of the Encke Gap, the small division
near the outer edge of the A ring.  It is believe that the moon Pan creates the dense knots by its gravity.  Pan is
known to gravitationally sweep most particles out of the Encke Gap, which is what formed the gap.

Cassini took an image of the moon Prometheus stealing material gravitationally from the F ring.  Prometheus is
known to maintain the F ring.  Another way of looking at the situation is that Prometheus sweeps most material
that tries to fall inward from the F ring to the A ring, causing the material to return to the F ring.  The new image
was surprising in that it shows that Prometheus grabs a little of that material onto itself rather than sweeping it
back.  Prometheus also puts kinks in the F ring, perhaps because the moon is so non-spherical.  Cassini is taking
movies of the F ring as it changes shape, hoping to better explain its appearance.

Iapetus has been imaged by Cassini, particularly the trailing side in its orbit, a side that has never been seen with
good resolution during the previous Saturn missions.  Some of the best images were taken as long time exposures
during night on that side of the moon, when it is lit only by reflected light from the planet.  Mountains are seen that
appear to be quite tall by Solar system standards, but precise measurements will require further observations.
Iapetus is the moon that is half as dark as asphalt and half almost as bright as snow.

Something Cassini has not found are the spokes – the dark markings across the rings that were seen by the
Voyager spacecraft.

Spitzer (infrared space telescope) studied the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A to see the dust that has in the
past shown up in submillimeter images of it.  However they found that the dust was not in Cassiopeia A, but in
molecular clouds in front of it.  Until now astronomers believed that large amounts of dust were formed only by
supernova explosions or by aging more Sun-like stars throwing it off.  Neither source can explain why there is dust
in the molecular clouds in front of Cassiopeia A.  The theorists must now start over on explaining dust.  The study
did answer a long-standing mystery.  The supernova exploded about 1680 (that is, the light arrived here then),
and from its distance it was calculated that it should have appeared quite bright, yet no records of observing it can
be found.  The dust measured in the Spitzer observations was sufficient to have mostly obscured it.

Mars Rover Opportunity has completed more than 180 (Martian) days inside Endurance Crater, studying just
about every reachable interesting rock formation.  In early December it drove out of the crater, using the same
route by which it entered.  Next stop is to examine the heat shield that fell nearby, then will head south to an area
of etched terrain.  Opportunity has recently been finding frost on its camera calibration target in the morning.
Interesting clouds have been seen often recently, which reflect changing weather due to the changing season on
Mars.  The other rover, being at a somewhat different latitude, has not seen substantial cloud activity.  As this is
written, rover controllers see no reason why both rovers will not continue to function through their 1-year (Earth
year) anniversaries in January.  Pretty good for craft that were designed to last 90 days.

Mars Rover Spirit has discovered a mineral called goethite in bedrock in the Columbia Hills, where it is still exploring.
This mineral is strong evidence for water activity in the past, since it forms only in the presence of water.  Spirit’s
sticky wheel has recovered much of its original mobility following a long period of not turning it at all.  The best
guess is that the lubrication in the wheel seeped back where it was supposed to be during the inactivity.  Rover
controllers are planning inactive times and reverse drives to prevent recurrence of the problem.  The controllers
were not too worried about the stickiness anyway, since some fairly difficult slopes had been traversed with the
one wheel motor turned off entirely, so that the other 5 wheels just dragged the immobile one.  That technique left
interesting tracks in the Martian soil.
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Sedna – The discovery of Sedna, an object farther than the Kuiper Belt, but closer than the Oort cloud, was
reported in this column last May.  Further studies showed that the only reasonable way Sedna could be orbiting
there is that a passing star must have thrown it gravitationally.  Now simulations have been done of such a
passing star and they showed that such a pass would exchange several asteroids between that star and the Sun.
Sedna’s orbit, however, does not fit that of an asteroid stolen from the other star, but fits that of a Solar system
object flung out.  Scientists would really like to find an asteroid stolen from another star, both to verify these
simulations, and to learn about the properties of objects from another planetary system.  Many of the stolen
asteroids would orbit with unusually high tilts (inclination to the plane of the planet’s orbits), so they will begin
looking for high tilts.  The simulation showed that such a pass by a star would clear out most bodies orbiting
beyond about 50 AU (50 times the Earth’s distance from the Sun), and that exactly matches what has been found
– that is, the Kuiper belt of icy asteroids ends about there.

Youngest galaxy – Scientists using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have measured the age of what may be the
youngest galaxy ever seen.  It is known as I Zwicky 18, and may be as young as a half billion years old.  The age
was determined by the age of the oldest stars found in it, and by the nearly pristine gas found in it, almost
unchanged by the stars from the composition left from the Big Bang.  Typical galaxies are about 12 billion years old.
It is thought this galaxy may show us what galaxies like our Milky Way looked like soon after they formed.  This HST
study was the first time that a reliable census of many individual stars has been made of this galaxy to substantiate
the theory that it was a young galaxy.  It was first noted in a catalog of galaxies made by Zwicky back in the 1930s.
A second group of scientists studying the same galaxy concluded it was about 1 billion years old, still extremely
young by galaxy standards.

Chandra (X-ray observatory) has measured the temperature of the pulsar (neutron star) that was born in the
supernova in the year 1181, and it is surprisingly cool (for a pulsar), under 1 million degrees.  For it to have cooled
that much, it has to be either denser than theory says neutron stars should be, or contain more protons than
theory says.  In either case the theorists need to rethink.  The X-ray images of the pulsar showed spectacular jets,
rings and magnetized loops of high-energy particles.

TRACE (Solar ultraviolet telescope) has discovered sound waves in the Sun with about a 10-second period.  Lower
frequency sound waves have long been known and studied.  The newly discovered waves are most likely created
by collapse of magnetically induced electric currents or by lower frequency sound waves crashing into the surface.
In either case, the waves could be involved in heating the upper atmosphere of the Sun.  The fact that the Sun’s
upper atmosphere is far hotter than the surface has never been adequately explained.  The waves are at the
edge of the spacecraft TRACE’s ability to detect.  Studying them in detail will require specialized instruments.

Eros – Scientists have discovered why Eros, the largest near-Earth asteroid, has so few small craters, as imaged
by the NEAR spacecraft 4 years ago.  Collisions with space debris cause Erosquakes that obliterate about 90% of
the small craters, those less than 100 yards across.  The quakes cause loose material to creep down slopes, not
actually falling down like material would under the influence of more substantial gravity than an asteroid has.
Material also moves by splattering from new impacts.  When studies are made of how many craters there are of
various sizes in order to estimate the density of the small asteroids that caused those craters, it must be taken
into account how fast such craters are filled by the quake activity.  Eros appears to be a fractured monolith, that is,
it was once a single rock, but has been broken into pieces that are held together by gravity.

Dust disks – A team of astronomers using the Very Large Telescopes in Chile as an interferometer has taken
infrared spectra of the dust in the innermost regions of proto-planetary disks around 3 young stars.  Without
interferometry, the parts of such disks cannot be resolved separately.  The inner parts were found to be very rich
in crystalline silicate grains (sand) with an average diameter of 1/25000 inch.  Meteorites are mainly composed of
this kind of silicate.  The grain size is larger than such dust should originally form; so that indicates the grains have
grown as expected in the early stages of planet formation.  The outer regions of 2 of the disks were smaller grain
size, showing they are composed of more pristine material.

More dust disks – The Spitzer Space Telescope has discovered the first dusty disks around mature Sun-like stars
that are known to have planets.  HST captured the most detailed image ever of a brighter disk circling a much
younger Sun-like star.  Disks around young stars are believed to be the material left over from star formation that
may become planets.  Disks around mature stars are believed to the material left over from planet formation or
planet collision.  Most disks that have been observed have been circling huge young stars, so this recent Spitzer
and HST work represents new territory for observations.

Swift (gamma-ray observatory) was launched by a Delta rocket November 20 to study gamma-ray bursts.  It will
be able to locate accurately the position of a gamma-ray burst within one minute, and will automatically notify all
observatories interested in searching for the afterglows (in visible light, X-rays or radio) that are often left for a
few hours or days after the bursts.  Swift will take images and spectra of the afterglows in many wavelengths.  The
bursts themselves last only minutes at longest, and often less than a second, sometimes producing more energy
than the Sun will in its 10 billion-year lifetime.  Swift is planned to operate at least 2 years and observe at least 200
bursts.
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For Sale: Meade 8” SCT; includes GPS and $1000 in extras. Make a reasonable offer.  Gerald Strong 714-538-2517

For Sale: Canon EOS Rebel G, Excellent condition only a few years old. Camera body only. - $100 o.b.o., Please call Bill
Johnson at 714-553-5793 or e-mail at home@byjohnson.com

Palomar adaptive optics - An adaptive optics system works by bending or moving a mirror to counteract our
atmosphere’s deterioration of starlight, and it requires a bright star in the field of view to measure and calculate
the motions required of the mirror.  The Palomar 200-inch (5-meter) Hale Telescope team successfully tested a
laser that can put an artificial bright star anywhere in the sky to allow the adaptive optics system to work anywhere.
The Palomar system is the fastest adaptive optics system, correcting the mirror 2000 times per second.  OCA
members who attended the tour of the facility last year saw some fantastic results produced by this system.

Galaxy consumption – Although lots of evidence exists that large galaxies have devoured dwarf galaxies in the
past, the actual process had only been caught once, before the Subaru Telescope in Hawaii recently caught the
process the second time ever.  Tidal forces from the large galaxy have a band of stars from the dwarf, stretching
over 500,000 light-years.

HST – A congressionally requested report from the National Academies’ National Research Council concludes that
NASA should send a space shuttle mission to repair and extend the life of the Hubble Space Telescope, not a
robotic one.  The committee’s principal concerns about a robotic mission are the risk of failing to develop the
mission in time, the risk of mission failure, and the possibility that the robot could damage HST.  The committee
concluded that the differences in risks faced by the crew of a shuttle mission to the HST as compared to planned
missions to the space station are very small.

In a perhaps related news story, NASA chief Sean O’Keefe announced he is resigning.  He has adamantly opposed
a space shuttle mission to repair the HST.

John Young, the astronaut who flew Gemini missions, walked on the Moon and commanded the first flight of the
Space Shuttle has retired from the astronaut corps at age 74.  He was the first person to fly into space 6 times (7
if you count blasting off from the Moon).  Only 3 people have been to the Moon twice, and Young is one of them.  He
is the only person to have piloted 4 different kinds of spacecraft.  He has not flown into space for over 20 years, but
remained in the astronaut corps holding various positions such as safety and operations, including Chief of the
Astronaut Office.  Young is truly one of the pioneers in exploring space.

Instant AstroSpace Updates:

The X-43A made its final flight at about 7,000 mph (9.8 times the speed of sound) and 110,000 feet altitude,
setting records for a vehicle powered by an air-breathing jet engine.  This technology, used as a first stage, could
vastly reduce the cost of launching spacecraft.

A team of astronomers has discovered that studying polarized light from black holes can show material much
closer to the black hole.  Clouds of gas near the black hole scatter and polarize light, while unpolarized light
originates from larger areas.

The launch of Deep Impact has been delayed until January 12 due to problems with the spacecraft programs and
the rocket.  It will collide at 23,000 mph with Comet Tempel 1 on July 4 with an impact expected to be visible in
Earth-bound telescopes.

The gap between the Van Allen Radiation Belts that encircle the Earth has long been thought to be a radiation-safe
place for satellites.  But it filled with radiation, the most ever observed there, for weeks during the ferocious solar
storms of October and November 2003.  This was found by analyzing data from the SAMPEX and IMAGE satellites.

NASA has funded a preliminary study to design a nuclear powered spacecraft to orbit Neptune and study the
planet and its moons.  The proposal includes atmospheric probes for Neptune and landers for Triton.  It would
launch in about 10 years, but would take 20 more years to reach the planet.

The instruments have been chosen for the Mars Science Lab rover, to be launched in 2009, and rove that planet
for a Martian year: hydrogen detector using neutrons, meteorological package, ultraviolet sensor, multi-spectral
stereo camera with video, laser to blast into rocks, microscopic imager, alpha particle and X-ray spectrometer, X-ray
diffraction and fluorescence instrument, radiation detector, color video descent camera, and gas chromatograph
mass spectrometer.

Work has begun on building the Giant Magellan Telescope, which by 2016 will be built in Chile.  It will have 7
mirrors of over 8 meters each, resulting in over 4.5 times the light gathering power of the Keck, currently the
largest optical telescope.
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We  will collect your items at the general meetings. If you can’t come to the meetings or if you have
trouble getting your items here because they are too large you can make arrangements 

to have them picked up.

If you have any questions concerning this OCA eBay fundraiser we ask that you email 
Wendy Adams at wadams@clearpointadv.com

Please put OCA eBay in the subject line.

To setup a pickup time call Larry McManus at Clearpoint.

714 731 5542

Some Suggested Types Of Items
Antiques • Business & Industrial Equipment • Cameras & Accessories  • Cars & Accessories

Clothing, Shoes & Accessories • Collectibles • Computers & Networking • Electronics
Jewelry • Memorabilia • Musical Instruments • Sporting Goods • Sports Memorabilia

Hobbies • Video Games • Astronomy

Everyone in the club has some
unwanted items that they 

don’t use at home or at the
office that are too valuable 

to throw away, so they just
get stored forever!
We  are asking you to clean
out your closets, dust off
these items and donate
them to OCA .

We  will turn these items into 
cash by putting them in eBay

auctions. There are over 800 
members in OCA. Our goal is to just get

one good item to auction from each 
member. If you would like to donate more,

that‚s wonderful!

We  need your help! 
The key to the OCA auction is the quality of the items

you donate. You get a tax deduction on anything you donate
to OCA. The more the item is worth the better the deduction you get
and the more money OCA gets for the needed ANZA repairs.

Don’t Forget ! 
Bring In Your Items for 

the OCA Auction!
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